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Perhaps one of the most important things to know about a graded 
module having a certain property, is whether it has a similar property 
when regarded without grading. This general problem has been 
systematically taken into account in [lo]. It may be noted that the con- 
verse is in most cases true and far more easier to prove. 
There are mainly two general techniques available to prove finiteness 
theorems for graded modules. Both methods were frequently used in [lo]. 
One of them, Internal Homogenization, was used in [9] to obtain the 
following result: if G is a finitely generated abelian group and R is a graded 
ring of type G, then a graded R-module which is gr-noetherian must be 
noetherian. 
In this paper we use the other method, External Homogenization, to 
prove a relative version of this result for the case G = L. Thus, we show in 
Section 2 that if R is a graded ring of type L, then a graded R-module 
which is noetherian with respect to a graded filter H on R, is noetherian 
with respect to the Gabriel topology generated by H (Theorem 2.2). 
Besides this result, Section 2 contains a stronger form of Hopkins’ theorem 
for Grothendieck categories [6,8], which allows us to prove a graded ver- 
sion of the Relative HopkinssLevitzki theorem. 
In Section 3 we introduce the gr-Z(d)-injective modules, and use the 
results of Section 2 to prove that Z(d)-injectivity are properties which 
behave satisfactory when forgetting the grading. The importance of this 
good behaviour (Theorem 3.10), is that it may be used for studying certain 
classes of injective modules, taking into account the fact that for some 
graded rings R, the injective objects of R-gr are very easy to describe. 
(Corollary 3.11 stands for an example in this direction.) 
Finally, Section 4 contains some remarks on graded C*(d*)-projective 
modules. 
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1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
All rings considered in this paper will be unitary. If R is a ring, by an R- 
module we will mean a left R-module, and we will denote the category of 
R-modules by R-mod. If G is a group and R = OgEG R, is a graded ring, 
the category of graded R-modules will be denoted by R - gr. If A4 E R - gr, 
we will let M denote the underlying R-module of M, and by h(M) we will 
mean the set of all homogeneous elements of M. 
The injective objects of R - gr will be called gr-injective modules. The 
injective envelope of ME R - gr (resp. NE R-mod) in R-gr (resp. R-mod) 
will be denoted by E”(M) (resp. E(N)). 
If R= Bas(; R, is a graded ring, r~ E G and M, NE R-gr, we will let 
HOM,(M, N), denote the group of graded morphisms of degree (T from M 
to N, and HOM,(M, N)= Ootc HOM,(M, N),. If e is the unit element 
of G, then HOMJM, N), = Hom.,,(M, N). 
Let R be a ring and F a (left) Gabriel topology on R [ 111. Let (Y, 9) 
be the hereditary torsion theory corresponding to F. For each ME R-mod, 
we denote by C,.-(M) the modular lattice: 
C,:(M)= [iv< M( M/NE.Y”. 
We will say that ME R-mod is F-noetherian (F-artinian) if C,(M) is a 
noetherian (artinian) lattice. 
Let Q be an injective R-module. Then 
F, = i I left ideal / Horn R( R/I, Q) = 0) 
is a Gabriel topology on R. We will denote by A(R, Q) the set of all left 
ideals of R of the form 
where X is a nonempty subset of Q. It is well-known that A( R, Q) = CFn( R) 
[7, 111. The injective module Q is said to be C(resp. d)-injective [Z] 
(resp. [3]) if the set A( R, Q) satisfies the ascending (resp. descending) 
chain condition. Hence Q is C(d)-injective if and only if R is Fe-noetherian 
(FQ-artinian). If Q is d-injective, then Q is C-injective [3]. It is well-known 
that Q is C-injective if and only if Q ‘,‘I is injective for every set A [2]. 
Let now R= OlrtC. R, be a graded ring and ME R-gr, M = 0, t CT M,. 
For each cr E G, the graded R-module M(o) = 0, E G M,, is called the r~-sus- 
pension of M. A torsion theory in R-gr is said to be rigid if all suspensions 
of any torsion module are torsion modules, or, equivalently, if all suspen- 
sions of any torsion-free module are torsion-free [lo]. The lattice of graded 
left ideals of the ring R will be denoted by L,(R). Following [lo], we will 
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say that a nonempty subset H of Lp( R) is a graded filter on R if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(Hl) If IE H and I, E L,,,(R), Z&Z,, then I, E H. 
(H2) IfZl,Z2EH, then Z,nZz~H. 
(H3) If ZEH, then (Z:X)EH for all AYE/Z(R). 
(H4) If I, E H and (I: X) E H for all x~h(Z,), then ZE H. As it is 
shown in [lo], there is a bijective correspondence between hereditary rigid 
torsion theories in R-gr, and graded filters on R. If H is a graded filter on R 
and ME R-gr, we will let 
C,(M) = {N < A4 1 N is graded and M/N is H-torsion free}. 
ME R-gr is said to be gr-H-noetherian (gr-H-artinian) if C,,(M) is a 
noetherian (artinian) lattice. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R and S he graded rings and cp: R -+ S a graded 
morphism. !f H is a graded filter on R, then q(H) = (ZE L,(S) (Vy E h(S), 
cp-‘(l: JJ)E H} is u graded,filter on S. 
ProqJl Straightforward. 
Let R be a graded ring of type Z and p a prime ideal of R. We will let 
(p), denote the ideal generated by all homogeneous elements belonging to 
p. It is well known that (p), is a graded prime ideal of R [lo]. 
If M is an R-module, M # 0, we will let Ass(M) = {p prime ideal ( 
3NdM, NZO, p=Z,(N)=Z,(N’), VN’<N, N’ZO}. If M is graded, then 
Ass(M) consists only of graded prime ideals of R [lo]. 
We recall now some facts about External Homogenization, that we shall 
use in Section 2. The notation is that of [lo]. 
Let R= OIEB R, be a graded ring. The ring of polynomials R[ T] is a 
graded ring if we put deg(T)= 1 and R[T],,= {Ci+i=,l~,Ti,uI~Ri}, and 
the same construction may be performed on M[ T] = R[ r] OR M starting 
from an ME R-gr. Write .Y E M as a sum of its homogeneous components, 
say 
x = x ,)1 + + xg + + x,, 
and let 
x*=x ,nT1’+” + . ..x.r’+ ... +.x,,EM[T],,. 
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If N is a submodule of M, we take N* to be the graded R[ T]-submodule 
of M[ T] generated by all x*, x E N. If u E h(M[ T] ). 
U=lLk Tk+‘+ ... +u,T’+ ... +u,, u~EM, -k<i<j, 
we put 
u*=u-kf ..’ +u()+ .‘. +u,EM. 
To a graded R[T]-submodule L of M[T], we may associate L, = 
{u,lu~h(L)}, h’ h w  ic is an R-submodule of AL We have that: 
(i) If XC M, (x*), =x. 
(ii) If u~h(M[Tl), (u,)* Tk=u, k=deg(u)-deg((u,)*). 
(iii) (N*), = N. 
(iv) If L s N, then L* s N*. 
(v) If XEM, then (N: x)* = (N*: x*). 
(iv) If UE h(m[T]), and L is a graded R[T]-submodule of M[T], 
then (L: u), = (L, : u*). 
All other unexplained facts and notation concerning Graded Ring 
Theory (resp. Torsion Theory) may be found in [lo] (resp. [ 11 I). 
2. RELATIVE FINITENESS FOR GRADED MODULES 
It is known that if R is a graded ring of type G (G is a finitely generated 
abelian group) and ME R-gr is a gr-noetherian R-module, then M is 
noetherian [9]. In this section we prove a relative version of this result for 
the case G = Z. We also give a generalized version of Hopkins’ theorem for 
Grothendieck categories and apply this result to the case of the category of 
graded modules over a ring graded by an arbitrary group. 
The proof of the following result is a mere transcription to the graded 
case of the proof of [l, 1.121. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a graded ring of type Z and H a gradedfilter 
on R. Let i: R + RET] denote the inclusion, which is clearly a graded 
morphism of degree zero. If ME R-gr is gr-H-noetherian, then M[ T] is gr- 
i( H)-noetherian. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a ring graded by Z, and H a graded filter on R. 
Let F = {I left ideal 133 E H, J z I} be the Gabriel topology generated by H. 
Suppose that ME R-gr is gr-H-noetherian. Then M E R-mod is F-noetherian. 
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Proqf: Let 
N, c N, c . . ’ G N,, G N,, + , G (1) 
be a chain of R-submodules of M, N, E C,(M) for all k. Hence we get the 
chain of graded R[ T]-submodules of M[ T]: 
N;GN;c ... EN,TEN,T+,G . . . . (2) 
We will show that if NE C,(M), then N* E C&M[T]) (where 
i: R + R[T] is the inclusion). We assume that there exists .xE~(M[T]), 
Xf$ N*, such that (N*: X) n R E H, and look for a contradiction. Now 
clearly x* $ N, for otherwise (x,)* EN* and so x E N*. 
We have that (N*: X) n R c (N*: x),. Indeed, let UE R be such that 
ax E N*. Writing a = a k + . .. + a, + + a, as a sum of homogeneous 
elements, we have that U-~XE N* ,..., aOxE N* ,..., U,XE N*, since N* is 
graded. Then ummk T’+/.u E N* ,..., a,, T’ E N* ,,.., u,x E N*, and hence a* = 
a. kTk+‘+ ... +u,,T’+ ... +a,~ (N*: x). Then a= (a*), E (N*: .x)*. Thus 
(N*:x),EF, and so we get that (N:.x,)=((N*),:.Y,)=(N*:x),EF, a 
contradiction. 
Thus (2) is a chain in C,,,,(M[T]). S’ mce M is gr-H-noetherian, M[T] 
is gr-i( H)-noetherian by Proposition 2.1, and so (2) is stationary, hence ( 1) 
is stationary. 
Remark 2.3. As it may be easily seen, a gr-H-artinian ring is not 
necessarily F-artinian (e.g., graded fields are clearly gr-artinian but they are 
not artinian). However, as we shall prove in Section 3, the behaviour of gr- 
H-artinian rings is almost as satisfactory as the one of gr-H-noetherian 
rings, when passing from R-gr to R-mod (see Theorem 3.10). 
Let now % be a Grothendieck category and 4Y = { Ul}Xtn a family of 
objects of %. Then ME %? is said to be &-generated lf M is a homomorphic 
image of a direct sum of U,‘s or their copies. An object of %? will be called 
strongly %-generated if all its subobjects are Q-generated. We recall that % 
is said to be a family of generators for %? if every object of V is %-generated. 
It is easy to see that 4!! is a family of generators for %? if and only if for each 
ME %F and each subobject M’ of M, M’ #M, there exists a E A and ,f~ 
Hom,( U,, M) such that f( Cl,) ~2 M’, 
If U is an artinian object of %?, we will let V denote the smallest sub- 
object of U, such that U/u” is an object of finite length in @. The length of 
VE %? will be denoted I( V). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let V be a Grothendieck category, and let o& = { U,},, ,, 
be a ,fumil.v qf generators ,for W. Suppose there exists t E N such that 
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I( U,/q) d t for all c( E A. If M is an artinian object of V, then M is 
noetherian. 
Proof: The proof is almost the same as the one of Theoreme 1 of [S]. 
We will give only a sketch of it, and go into details only for the different 
parts. Let 
O=M,cM,c ... sM,,cM,,+,z ... 
be the Loewy series of M. We suppose that it is a strictly ascending chain 
and look for a contradiction. 
Let c( E A and ,f,: U, + M a morphism such that f,( U,) c M,, and 
f,( U,) @ M, ~, (n 3 1). Then f,( U,) is an object of finite length and we will 
show by induction that I(,f,( U,)) 3 n. Since for n = 1 the assertion is clear, 
let ,f,: U, + M such that .f,(U,) z M,,, , and ,f,(U,) & M,,. We put K= 
(.f;(U,)+M,, ,)nMn=M,, I+(fx(U,)nM,,) and L =.f,( U,) n M,, 
Hence K= M,,, , + L. Since M,,+ ,/M,,+ , is a essential extension of 
M,,IM,, I it follows that K/M,,+, # 0, and hence M,,-~ , cj KG M,. Now 
L E M,, and L @ M,, , and thus L n M,, , 5 L. Hence there exists p E A 
and g,I: U,j 4 M such that g,,( U,j) & L c M,, and gp( U,j) g M, , Then 
gg(up) c L s .f,(U,) and 4gll(Up)) 3 n by the induction hypothesis. Thus 
Q.f,(U,))dn+ 1. 
Now since M, c M2 c ... c M,, c M,, + , c , is a strictly ascending 
chain we can find for each n 3 I an r,, E A and ,f;,: U,,c + M, such that 
.f;,( u,,,) g M,, and .f,,( U,x) @ M,,- , Since .f,,( U,,,) 2 U,,JW.f;,) has finite 
length, it follows that n d ( ji2( UJ) = I( U,JKer(,f,,)) d I( U,JUzJ d t for all 
n, a contradiction. 
The next result is a stronger version of Theoreme 1 of [S], and is 
perhaps the most general way to state the problem in categorical terms. 
(The proof is the same as the one of Theorem 2.4). 
COROLLARY 2.5 (Hopkins’ theorem, strong form). Ler %? he an ahelian 
category satisf;ving Grothendieck’s condition AB 5. Let J& = { U, lit ,, be a 
,famil.v c?f’ artinian objects of W. Suppose there exists t E N such that 
l( U,/Uz) < t for all CI E A. If M is an artinian object of % which is strongly 
&-generated, then M is noetherian. 
We remark that if the Urn’s are projective, then Corollary 2.5. reduces to 
Theorem 2.4. as follows: denote by c&u the subcategory of 59 consisting of all 
objects of %Z which are strongly %-generated. It may be easily checked that 
.& is closed under arbitrary direct sums and that if ME JZ&, then every sub- 
object of M and every homomorphic image of M belong to A$. Hence &u 
is a Grothendieck category having as a family of generators the family of 
all factor objects of each U, (CX E A) which belong to &:. Thus the only 
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thing left to prove is that if c( E /1 and U is a homomorphic image of U,, 
then I( U/u”) ,< t. Let U, + f U + 0 be exact. Hence U/u” is a factor object 
of U, and has finite length. Let rc: U + U/U” be the canonical epimorphism, 
and let ,f= roof: Then U/u” 2: U,/Ker(f). Hence Uz G Ker(f) and so 
l(U/U?= I(U,/Ker(,f))~I(U,IU~)~ t. 
COROLLARY 2.6 (Relative HopkinssLevitzki). Let R = OntC R, he a 
graded ring (G is an arbitrary group). Let H he a graded filter on R such 
that R is gr-H-artinian. If ME R-gr is gr-H-artinian, then M is gr-H- 
noetherian. 
Proof Let (&,, PH) be the torsion theory in R-gr corresponding to H, 
and let T,: R-gr + R-gr/F,, the canonical functor. Now {R(a)},, c; is a 
family of generators for R-gr, and hence { T( R(a)) lnt G is a family of 
generators for R-gr/&. Let s,: R-gr -+ R-gr, s,(M) = M(a) which is an 
equivalence of categories for each CJ E G. Since (&,, F”) is rigid, there exists 
for each CJ E G an equivalence S, such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
Now since all T(R(a)) (a E G) are obtained one from another by means 
of an equivalence of categories, it follows that I(T(R(o))/T(R((r))‘) does 
not depend on (T, and we can apply Theorem 2.4. 
Remark 2.7. The condition “I( U,IU~) 6 t for all CI E A” in the statement 
of Theorem 2.4 cannot be left out. Indeed, clearly the family {ZInJrla, is a 
family of generators for the category of torsion groups, they are artinian, 
but Z,,CC is artinian and it is noetherian. 
3. GR-C(d)-INJECTIVE MODULES 
In this section we define the notions of gr-E(d)-injective modules, and 
show the relation between these notions and their well-known analogues in 
the ungraded case. Almost all rings considered here are graded rings of 
type Z (R will always denote such a ring). However, it is very likely that 
our results hold for rings graded by a finitely generated abelian group. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Q E R-gr be gr-injective. Let A “( R, Q) = 
{I,(X) I Xc h(Q)}. Then Q 1s said to be gr-C-injective (resp. gr-A-injective) 
if the ascending (resp. descending) chain condition holds in A Y(R, Q). 
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If Q E R-gr is gr-injective, we will let 
Ho= {ZEL,(R)]Hom,(R/Z, Q)=O} 
which is a graded filter on R. We have H, = FE,Q) n L,(R) [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If Q E R-gr is gr-injective, then A”( R, Q) = C,,(R). 
Proof Let XE h(Q). Then Z,JX) = nrEXZR(x) and since .ZR(x) E C,,(R) 
for each x (Q is Ho-torsion free), it follows that ZR(X) E C,,(R). Conver- 
sely, let ZE C,,(R) and put X= {XE h(Q)lZx=O}. Clearly IsI,( Let 
a E ZR(X) be a homogeneous element. Then for each k E Z, Q( -k) is 
gr-injective, and one may check that HOM.(R/(Z: a), Q)k = 0. Thus we 
have HOM,(R/(Z: a), Q) = 0, i.e., (I: a) E H,. Hence UE Z and the proof is 
complete. 
Remark 3.3. Proposition 3.2 merely says that a gr-injective R-module 
Q is gr-C(d)-injective if and only if R is gr-Ha-noetherian (artinian). Hence 
Q gr-A-injective implies Q gr-C-injective by Corollary 2.6. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The ,following assertions on a gr-irzjective R-module Q 
are equivalent: 
(1) Q is gr-L’-injective. 
(2) Any direct sum qf the ,form @k,E L,,t ,, Q(ki), where A is an 
arbitrary set is gr-injective. 
Proqf: (1) * (2) Using a graded version of Baer’s Theorem [lo], the 
proof of [7, 1.61 may be easily adapted in order to show that any direct 
sum of gr-injective H-torsion free modules over a ring R which is gr-H- 
noetherian (H is a graded filter on R) is gr-injective. 
(2)*(l) Let 
Z,GZ,G ‘.. EZ,,EZ,+,C’ 
be a chain of graded left ideals of R, Z, = IR(Xn), X,, c h(Q) for each n > 1. 
If the chain is not stationary, we can choose for each n 3 1 an element 
x,Eh(Q) of degree i, such that Z,,x,=O, and Z,+,x,#O. Let Z=U,sIZ, 
and definef:Z+ @,,,Q(-i,) byf(l)=(ilx,,Ix,,...). Since @,,,Q(-i,,) 
is gr-injective, there exists y E @,,> l Q( - i,) such that f(A) = Ay for any 
,I E Z, say y = (y,, y, ,..., y,, 0 ,... ). Then I,,+, x, = 0 for n > m, a contradic- 
tion. 
Remark 3.5. Let G be an arbitrary group and S = @,, GSa a graded 
ring of type G. There are two natural ways to define I-injectivity in S-gr: 
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(1) One of them is the one we have already introduced: a gr-injective 
S-module Q is said to be gr-Zinjectiue if any direct sum of the form 
0 o,tcrEnQ(c~i)> h w ere n is an arbitrary set is gr-injective. 
(2) We may of course define C-injectivity in S-gr as in every 
Grothendieck category: a gr-injective S-module Q is said to be gr-C’-injec- 
tiue if any direct sum of copies of Q is gr-injective. 
It is clear that every gr-L’-injective module is gr-C’-injective. Conversely, 
any G-invariant S-module (ME S-gr is G-invariant if all its suspensions are 
isomorphic to M) which is gr-C’-injective is gr-C-injective. 
We recall that a graded S-module C is called a cogenerator for S-gr if 
every graded S-module is a submodule of a direct product (in S-gr) of 
copies of C. As in the ungraded case, it may be easily seen that an injective 
object Q of S-gr is a cogenerator if and only if Q contains a copy of each 
simple object of S-gr. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Zf S= OntG S, is a ring graded by an arbitrary group 
G, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) S is gr-noetherian. 
(2) S-gr has a gr-Z-injective cogenerator. 
(3) S-gr has a gr-C’-injective cogenerator. 
Proof: (1 )o (2) like in the ungraded case and (2) + (3) is trivial. 
(3)=-V) Let {Aili,, b e a family of objects of S-gr such that for each 
simple object A of S-gr, there exists a unique i E I such that A N A,. Hence 
for each 0 E G, and i E Z, Ai( a) ‘v A, for a unique j E I. Suppose that Q E S-gr 
is a gr-C’-injective cogenerator. Then we have that 0 + M + Q, where M = 
OiG,A,. For each CJEG, M(o)= Oj,,Ai(a)-M and hence A4 is G- 
invariant. It follows that EK(M) is G-invariant and gr-Z’-injective. Thus 
ER(M) is gr-C-injective, and it is clearly a cogenerator for S-gr. 
Remark 3.7. When G is a finitely generated abelian group, we can add 
to the statement of Proposition 3.6: 
(4) S is noetherian 
(see C91). 
The proof of the next result may be adapted from the proof of [6, 3.71. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let Q be a gr-A-injective module. Then there exist 
pl, p2,..., P,,, graded prime ideals qf R, with the following properties: 
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(a) Ass(Q) = { p1 , p2,..., pn} and .!Y(R/p,) ‘v 0;~ 1 Z,(k,), where each 
I,,, is gr-injective and gr-indecomposable, 1 d id n, rti~ N, kie Z. 
(b) Each pi is minimal in the set of prime elements of C,,(R). 
Cc) Q- 0 ae ,, I,, and each I, (c( E A) is isomorphic to one of I,, , 
I pz ,..., IPn, or one of their suspensions. 
We will also use the following result [4, 3.31. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let p be a prime ideal of R such that E(R/p) is Z-injective. 
If,for any prime ideal q of R, such that q G p and R/q is F,(,i,,-torsion free, 
it follows that q = p, then E(RIp) is A-injective. 
We are now in a position to state and prove the main result of this sec- 
tion. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let Q E R-gr he gr-injective. Then Q is gr-C(A)- 
injectiveo E(Q) is C(A)-injective. 
Proof: Both “right to left” implications being trivial, we assume first 
that Q is gr-C-injective. Then R is gr-HQ-noetherian by Proposition 3.2. 
Let F be the Gabriel topology generated by H,. Since H, E FEcQ) it 
follows that FE F,(Q), Now R is F-noetherian by Theorem 2.2 and hence 
R is FEcQ, -noetherian, i.e., E(Q) is Z-injective. 
We suppose now that Q is gr-A-injective. Then Q is gr-C-injective, and 
hence E(Q) is C-injective. With the notation of Proposition 3.8, let p = p, 
for some i, 1 < id n. Then E”(R/p) is gr-A-injective by Proposition 3.8(a) 
and a graded version of 16, 2.41 and hence E( R/p) is Z-injective. We will 
show that E(R/p) is A-injective by using Lemma 3.9. Let q be a prime ideal 
of R, such that q g p and R/q is FEtRIp, -torsion free. Let (q)n be the prime 
ideal of R generated by all homogeneous elements of q. Then (q)R s q z p. 
We will show that R(q), is HEgCRlp, -torsion free. Suppose it is not and pick 
x E h(R), x $ (q), (hence x $ q) such that ( (q)n: x) E H,g(,,,, c F‘E(R,p). Since 
( (q)n: x) z (q: x), it follows that (q: x) E F,(.;,,, a contradiction. Hence 
(q)n= p by Proposition 3.8(b) and thus q = p, showing that E(R/p) is 
A-injective. By Proposition 3.8(a) we have that E(R/p) N E(I,)k for 
some k E N, and hence E(I,) is A-injective. But Q N OME,,Im as in 
Proposition 3.8(c), and hence E(Q) = Borg n E(I,) is A-injective by [6, 4.81. 
COROLLARY 3.11 [4]. Let A be a ring and Q a C(A)-injective A-module. 
Then E,,,,(Q[ T]) is a C(A)-injective A[ T]-module. 
Proof Grading A [ T] by the powers of T, (deg( T) = 1) it may be easily 
seen that E;cT,(Q[T])=Q[T, T-‘1, which is clearly gr-C( A )-injective 
whenever Q is C(A)-injective. Use now Theorem 3.10 to finish the proof. 
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4. GR-C*(d*)-PROJECTIVE MODULES 
Throughout this section, R will denote a graded ring of type Z, and P a 
projective object of R-gr, P finitely generated. Our aim is to give some 
remarks on the dual situation of that in Section 3, using the results 
obtained in Section 2. 
It is well known that P regarded without grading is a projective R- 
module [lo]. Since it will be clear from the context whether P is being 
considered as a graded module or not, we will simply write P instead of P. 
We will denote r(P) = CFEHomRCP,R) Im(f), which is a two-sided ideal of 
R. Since P is finitely generated, Hom,(P, R) = HOM,(P, R) [lo], and 
hence T(P) is a graded ideal. A (graded) R-module N is called (gr-) z(P)- 
accessible if z(P) N= N. We will say that a (graded) R-module A4 is 
(gr-) z( P)-noetherian (resp. (gr-) z( P)-artinian) if A4 satisfies the ascending 
(resp. descending) chain condition for (gr-) z( P)-accessible submodules 
(see [5,61). 
We will let A = End.(P). Since P is finitely generated, A is a graded ring 
of type Z. A straightforward adaptation of the proofs of [.5, 2.5 and 2.5’1 
yields: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The ,following assertions on ME R-gr are equivalent: 
(1) M is gr-r( P)-noetherian (gr-r( P)-artinian). 
(2) Hom,(P, M) E A-gr is gr-noetherian (gr-artinian). 
COROLLARY 4.2. (1) ME R-gr is gr-z(P)-noetherian (f and only lf 
M E R-mod is z( P)-noetherian. 
(2) If R has limited grading, then M E R-gr is gr-z( P)-artinian !f and 
only if M E R-mod is T( P)-artinian. 
Pro@ (2) P is a direct summand (in R-gr) in a graded free module of 
finite type L. Now End,(L) is a graded matrix ring and it is easy to see 
[lo] that it has limited grading too. Hence End,(P) has limited grading 
and so every gr-artinian End.(P)-module is artinian [lo]. Use then 
[S, 2.5’1. 
Now let F, = 111 I left ideal of R, Hom,(P, R/Z) = 0; and H, = 
F, n LR( R). It is clear that F, is a Gabriel topology on R. Since P is finitely 
generated, Hom,(P, R/Z) = HOM,(P, R/Z) for each IE L,(R) and it may 
be checked that H, is a graded filter on R. We will say that P is gr- 
C*(A*)-projective (resp. C*(A*)-projective) if R is gr-H,-noetherian 
(artinian) resp. R is F,-noetherian (artinian)) (see [S, 61). As in [6, 3.33 it 
is easy to prove that P is gr-Z*(A*)-projective if and only if P is gr-t(P)- 
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noetherian (artinian) and t(P) is a finitely generated graded left ideal of R. 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.2 we deduce: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. P is gr-F-projective if and only if P is C*-projective. 
Moreover, if R has limited grading, then P is gr-A*-projective if and only if 
P is A*-projective. 
Remark 4.4. It is obvious that if P is A*-projective, then P is gr-A*- 
projective. However, the converse is not true. To see this, let K be a graded 
field. Since K is gr-artinian, it follows that K, considered as a graded K- 
module, is gr-A*-projective. Now if K were a A*-projective K-module, since 
it has only one minimal prime ideal, it would follow from the last remark 
of [6] that K is artinian, a contradiction. 
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